ABSTRACT Estimating parameters for various photovoltaic (PV) models is of great importance in simulating, evaluating, and controlling PV systems. To achieve the effective and accurate parameters of PV models, this paper presents an improved brain storming optimization (IBSO). In IBSO, a new individuals' generation scheme is developed to balance the global and local search capability in the entire iterative process. Furthermore, an improved individual clustering scheme is developed to decrease the computational cost of K-means in the original BSO. In addition, a self-adaptive individuals' update scheme is introduced to further balance the global and local exploration capability. The proposed IBSO is employed to identify the parameters of different PV models, i.e., single diode, double diode, and PV module. The experimental results show that the IBSO can generate an extremely promising performance compared with other state-of-the-art algorithms, especially in terms of accuracy and reliability.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, consistent attention has been concentrated on the utilization of renewable energy in order to address the problems involving environmental pollution and climate variation [1] , [2] . As one of the encouraging renewable sources, solar energy has obtained extensive applications in various aspects such as Photovoltaic (PV) power generation owing to its cleanliness and availability [3] - [5] . Actually, solar energy can be transformed into electrical energy or supply power using photovoltaic systems [6] . To obtain the effective control and optimization of PV systems, scholars have established various PV models based on the voltage and current results of PV systems [7] . Those models have been verified to be effective in demonstrating the physical behavior of PV systems [8] . For example, the single and double diode model of the PV models are extensively employed in real applications. Furthermore, the accurate PV models rely on their
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Javed Iqbal. model parameters that generally are changing and inaccessible owing to unstable running conditions such as faults and aging. Therefore, reliable and accurate identification of PV model parameters is extremely vital for assessing, optimizing, and controlling PV systems. This also inspires the occurrence of diverse model parameter identification techniques in recent years [4] .
Essentially, the issue of identifying the PV models' parameters can be considered as an optimization issue, so an objective function for the parameter identification is indispensable. Since noise has effects on the measured current-voltage results of PV systems, the PV models' parameters are situated in the multimodal and nonlinear solution space with many local optima [9] , [10] . These parameter estimation problems have been tried to distinguish them by traditional gradient-based techniques such as the iterative curve fitting [11] , the least squares [12] , and the tabular method [13] . These techniques can supply the effective local search, whereas they are vulnerable to get trapped into local optima owing to multimodal solution space with local optima.
Moreover, these gradient-based techniques need to acquire numerous model constrictions such as differentiability and convexity. In addition, they are also susceptible to the initial condition of solutions and may have low efficiency, especially the initial solution far from the global optimal solution.
Inspired by natural behaviors, population-based stochastic optimization (PBSO) algorithms are a promising alternative to traditional gradient-based techniques. They not only effectively tackle multimodal, discontinuous, non-convex, and non-differentiable global optimization problems, but also have no constraints on the formulation for the optimization problems. Consequently, in the last decade, diverse PBSO algorithms have been applied to effectively distinguish the parameters of the PV models. In [14] , a guaranteed convergence particle swarm optimization (GCPSO) was developed for determining the PV cells' parameters. A time-varying acceleration coefficients PSO was designed for estimating PV models' parameters [15] . In [16] , A modified simple swarm optimization (MSSO) technique was developed for extracting solar cell models' parameters. Based on varying environment states, Ishaque et al. [17] developed a penalty-based differential evolution (P-DE) algorithm for distinguishing the PV models' parameters. An integrated mutation-based DE (DEIM) is proposed for estimating the double-diode PV model's parameters [3] . An improved adaptive DE with the scale factor and crossover rate is developed for estimating PV models' parameters [18] . The artificial bee swarm optimization (ABSO) algorithm is employed to estimate the parameters of the solar cell [19] . In [20] , the method of IJAYA enables the algorithm to approach the promising area at the early stage and implement the local search at the later stage. In [21] , the SCA algorithm obtains a smooth shape, which illustrates that this algorithm can efficiently be valid in tracking real problems with constrained and uncharted search spaces. Patel et al. [22] employed teaching-learningbased optimization (TLBO) to distinguish the solar cells' parameters according to current-voltage results of various solar cells. A teaching-learning-based combined with artificial bee colony (TLABC) was designed for estimating solar PV models' parameters [23] . A generalized oppositional TLBO (GOTLBO) is employed to implement solar cell models' parameter identification [24] . A mutative-scale parallel chaos optimization algorithm (MPCOA) is applied to provide the parameter identification [25] . The artificial bee colony (ABC) technique is utilized to accurately extract the parameters of solar cells accurately [26] . A simple bird mating optimization (BMO) algorithm is employed to determine PV model's parameters on various running conditions [27] . A moth flame optimization (MFO) algorithm is adopted to obtain three diode models' parameters identification [28] .
The above results based on PBSO algorithms have more robustness and accuracy compared with those based on traditional gradient-based techniques. Particularly, the parameter identification of PV models is a multimodal issue involving numerous local optima, so it is very tricky for most existing PBSO algorithms to distinguish a set of global optimal parameters. Moreover, the parameters of lots of PBSO algorithms also need to be further adjusted via experiments, influencing their efficiency and scalability, and reliability. Therefore, developing a competitive PBSO algorithm is still a very challenging task.
Brain storming optimization (BSO) method is a new proposed PBSO method proposed by Shi for solving realparameter global optimization issues [29] . Different from the above PBSO imitating the animal or other natural evolution behaviors, the BSO method does the human brain storming procedure, where a team of people clusters together to encourage some new thoughts for dealing with the troublesome issues. Instinctively, the BSO method should outperform other PBSO methods because the BSO algorithm can imitate the human beings' creative behaviors, instead of the pure behaviors of animal or natural evolution such as birds flocking and gene mutation or crossover [7] , [30] . As a competitive PBSO technique, BSO has been extensively employed in diverse scientific or engineering issues such as wireless sensor networks [31] , multiple satellites with impulse control [32] , energy consumption [33] , locating multiple optima [34] , and multi-objective optimization [11] , the optimization of a grey neural network [35] , power dispatch problem [36] , energy optimization in grid systems [17] , electric power systems [37] , and grouping problem [38] .
In spite of this, as a young PBSO method, BSO still has some imperfections. For instance, its computational cost and global search capability require quite improvements. Specifically, first, BSO adopts K-means to calculate the distances between different individuals, resulting in the high computational cost. Moreover, the information exchanges between individuals are unable to preserve the sufficient population diversity, thus leading to weak global search capability. In addition, the step size function of BSO neither generates individual feedback information nor offers sufficient search ranges, thus degenerating the global search ability. Finally, to the best of our knowledge in the literature, there are no attempnts of using BSO in identifying the PV models' parameter.
Our work aims to design an improve BSO (IBSO) for accurately and reliably estimating the parameters of PV models with rational computation burden. In IBSO, inspired by the clustering strategy of SBSO-PQLS [39] , we first propose a dynamic random grouping strategy (DRGS) for decreasing the computational cost of the K-Means algorithm; second, inspired by the individuals' generation strategy of MIIBSO [40] , we further develop a rational individual's generation strategy for improving the balance between the global and local search capability; finally, we introduce the dynamic step size function in MIIBSO [40] to create the individuals' feedback and improve the global search capability. To assess the performance of IBSO, some comparisons between it and other state of the art PBSO algorithms are executed on PV models' parameter identification including the parameter identification of the single diode, double diode, and PV module. Experimental results confirm that PBSO displays competitive performance involving accurate and reliable parameter values with a promising computational cost.
The main contributions of our work are described below: 1) A new IBSO algorithm is presented to effectively distinguish the PV models' parameters. In IBSO, the Improved Periodic Individual Clustering (IPIC) Strategy is presented to provide rational individuals' information exchanges and decrease the computational cost of the K-Means method.
2) The Improve Individual Generation (IIG) is illustrated to provide the rational combination between different individuals, hence, it can efficiently improve the balance between the global and local search capability.
3) The effectiveness of IBSO is extensively evaluated on different PV models for identifying their corresponding parameters.
The remainder of the paper is given as follows. Section 2 illustrates the PV models' formulation. Section 3 describes the basic BSO technique. Section 4 demonstrates the proposed IBSO in detail. The experimental results and analysis on various PV models are given in Section 5. The conclusion is provided in Section 6.
II. PHOTOVOLTAIC MODELS AND PV MODULE MODEL
In the literature, several PV models are employed to represent the current-voltage features of solar cells or PV module models. Particularly, the single and double diode model are the most frequently applied in practical engineering applications. They are respectively illustrated as follows.
A. SINGLE DIODE MODEL
Single diode model has been broadly applied to simulate solar cells' static feature owing to its simple structure and accurate the current-voltage features. From Fig. 1(a) , the model contains a diode, a current source, and a shunt resistor in parallel; a shunt series resistor is used for describing the leakage current and accounting for losses concerning load current, respectively. The output current is obtained via formula (1) .
where I L , I PH , I D , and I SH means the output current, the photo-produced current, the diode current acquired by Shockley formula (2), the shunt resistor current acquired by formula (3), respectively.
where R SH and R S mean the shunt resistance and series, respectively; I SD and V L stand for the diode's inverse saturation current and output voltage, respectively; n, k, q, and T represent the diode ideality factor, the Boltzmann constant (1.3806503 × 10 − 23 J/K), the magnitude of charge on an electron (1.60217646 × 10 − 19 C), and the cell temperature in Kelvin. In this case, formula (1) can be given as follows:
where we can observe that the single diode model contains five parameters I PH , I SD , R S , R SH , and n to be estimated. The more accurate their parameters are estimated, the better the characteristics of solar cells can be better reflected.
B. DOUBLE DIODE MODEL
Compared with the single diode model, a double diode model is more accurate due to considering the influence of recombination current loss from the depletion region [41] . In the model, two diodes are introduced and they are parallel with both the shunt resistance and current source to shunt the photo-produced current source. One of two diodes is used as a rectifier and the other is applied to show the charge recombination current and some non-idealities [42] . Fig. 1 (b) displays the equivalence circuit of the double diode model. The output current can is computed via the following formula:
where I D1 and n1 stand for the diffusion and the diffusion ideality factor, respectively; I D2 and n2 does the saturation current and recombination diode ideality factors, respectively. Particularly, formula (5) contains seven parameters to be extracted, namely I PH , I SD1 , I SD2 , R S , R SH , n1 and n2.
C. PV MODULE MODEL PV module model generally covers some solar cells that are in series and/or in parallel. Fig. 1(c) provides the equivalent circuit of a single diode PV module, and the output current can be formulated by Eq. (6) . (6) where N P and N S represent the number of solar cells in parallel and series, respectively. Similar to the single diode model, five parameters I PH , I SD , R S , R SH , n1 need to be extracted.
D. OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
The major goal for PV models' parameter estimation is to discover a set of optimal parameter values of PV models in order to reduce the difference between the measured and computed current results as much as possible. Note that two error functions between each pair of measured and computed current results are formulated for the single diode (formula (7)) and double (formula (8)) diode model, respectively as follows in (7), (8), as shown at the top of this page.
The total difference among all pairs of measured and computed current results can be expressed by the root mean square error (RMSE) defined as the objective function [3, 33, 34, 38, 25] for estimating the PV models' parameter. Then, RMSE is given as follows:
where N is the number of experimental results, k = 1, 2, · · · , N . Here, considering the minimum value of RMSE, the optimization procedure for estimating the parameter values of PV models can be implemented by regulating the solution vector X in each iteration.
III. BRAIN STORMING ALGORITHM
BSO is a new PBSO technique developed by Shi in 2011 [29] . It covers three basic strategies: the individual clustering (IC), the individual generation (IG), and the individual update (IU) strategy.
A. INDIVIDUAL CLUSTERING
From the D-dimensional solution space, the entire swarm of BSO covers N individuals; each individual is named an idea defined as
where l j and u j represent the lower and upper bound of the jth dimensional search space, respectively. First, for each iterative search of BSO, N ideas are separated into M different clusters using the K-means clustering. For the mth cluster, m = 1, 2, · · · , M , an idea matching the best fitness value is defined as the mth center, namely
and it is replaced by an idea generated by stochastic initialization only if r 00 < p r00 . As a stochastic number, r 00 is uniformly distributed in the range [0,1]; p r00 is a pre-designated probability. Such a stochastic exchange may diverge cluster centers to explore more encouraging search regions and enhance the global search capability.
B. INDIVIDUAL GENERATION
BSO applies the IG strategy to generate new ideas, reinforcing the population diversity. Three pre-designated probabilities P r0 , P r01 , and P 02 are first given. Then, three stochastic numbers r 0 , r 01 , and r 02 are all uniformly distributed in the range [0, 1] .
If r 0 < p r0 , by stochastically selecting an idea from a cluster, a new idea X t new_i (i = 1, 2, · · · , N ) can be generated as below:
where X t a is a stochastically selected idea from the ath cluster that can be stochastically picked out from M clusters; c t a is the center of the ath cluster, a = 1, 2, · · · , M .
If r 0 ≥ p r0 , a new idea X t new_i (i = 1, 2, · · · , N ) can be generated by stochastically selecting two ideas from two distinct clusters as below:
where ideas X t a and X t b can be stochastically picked out from the ath and bth cluster, separately; the ath and bth cluster can be stochastically picked out from M clusters; both 
C. INDIVIDUAL UPDATE
In each iteration search of BSO, every individual can be updated using as follows:
where N (µ, σ ) is a Gaussian stochastic vector [n 1 (µ, σ ) ,
represents a Gaussian stochastic number; µ and σ stand for its mean and variance, respectively;
] is a vector, denoting iterative update step and each φ j (j = 1, 2, · · · , D) can be written as
where T is the maximum iterative number; t means the current iterative number; η is applied to regulate the slope of Moreover, the selection strategy is conducted for the entire swarm to determine a more competitive idea in each iterative update. Without loss of generality, we consider the minimization of fitness function F, so for i = 1, 2, · · · , N , the ith idea is competed as
Here, F X t temp_i and F X t i denote the fitness function value of X t temp_i and X t i , respectively. After BSO has conducted the IU strategy for all ideas in each iterative update, the termination condition of BSO is evaluated. If the condition is met, BSO can halt the iterative update. Otherwise, the iteration is to continue.
IV. IMPROVE BRAIN STORMING OPTIMIZATION A. IMPROVED PERIODIC INDIVIDUAL CLUSTERING (IPIC) STRATEGY
In the original BSO algorithm, the K-means method is adopted to separate N individuals into M groups in every generation. Note that there is an obvious shortcoming that may lead to a high computational cost to complete the process of clustering. To address this problem, Song et al. [39] developed a new clustering strategy that selects all individuals based on their fitness values in each generation and legitimately distributes all of them into various clusters. Furthermore, the execution of the clustering method in each generation may also lead to high computational cost.
Actually, it is not necessary for the original BSO algorithm to execute the clustering method in each generation.
Inspired by the clustering strategy of reference [39] , we proposed an improved periodic individual clustering (IPIIC) strategy that chooses all individuals according to their corresponding fitness values in each T generations and legitimately distribute all of them into various clusters.
Due to no distance calculation between all individuals, IPIIC strategy can effectively reduce the computational cost compared with the K-means clustering. Furthermore, compared with the cluster strategy of reference [39] that is performed in each generation, the proposed IPIIC only does that each T generations, which further decreases the computational cost. Additionally, IPIIC strategy can also be responsible for population diversity and is beneficial to improve early convergence. This strategy is described in detail as follow in Algorithm 1. 
The periodic clustering condition is defined as:
where T is a positive integer and denotes the time period; k is the current iteration index, K is the maximum number of iterations, and n is the number of the periodic groups. This demonstrates that the entire swarm will periodically perform clustering in the nth iteration. The process can be illustrated in Fig. 2 .
B. IMPROVE INDIVIDUAL GENERATION (IIG)
From formula (10) in the original BSO method, we can observe that a new idea X t new_i from one group can be created by only using either a cluster center C or an idea X chosen randomly, ignoring the information exchange either between the group center and the idea chosen randomly or between two ideas chosen randomly from one group.
Furthermore, reference [40] has pointed out that there was redundant exchange information in formula (11) for generating a new idea based on two groups. For instance, R X a
In addition, considering that reference [40] contained three IIG strategies, this may make the individuals' generation too complex and easily lead to low convergence speed of the algorithm. From the above reasons, we proposed an improved individual generation strategy as follows.
If r 1 < p r1 , we randomly choose two ideas from one group to generate a new idea as Particularly, compared with the individual generation strategy of the original BSO, the proposed improved individual generation can provide more possible combination between different ideas with formulas (16) and (17), which can efficiently improve the population diversity and avoid the premature. Compared with the individual generation strategy of reference [40] , the proposed improved individual generation can provide higher convergence speed.
C. IMPROVED INDIVIDUAL UPDATE (IIU)
Note that for the original BSO, the step size of the individual update strategy is N (µ, σ ) (t). It cannot include feedback information from different ideas, which has an effect on the balance between the global and local search capability.
To deal with this problem, we introduce an improved individual update strategy from reference [40] as follows:
whereX m and X n are two different ideas randomly chosen from the entire swarm. F (k) is a dynamically changing parameter as follows:
where K and k mean the maximum iteration number and the current iteration number, respectively.F 0 is a constant number.
Particularly, (X m − X n ) of formula (18) can give a big difference in the early generation, improving the global search capability. Conversely, it has a small difference in the lately generation, improving the local search. Hence, it plays an important role in establishing and propagating feedback information between different ideas. Moreover, F (k) of formula (19) can further supply the effective balance between the global and local search for IBSO. Similarly, in the early generation, the value of k is very small, F (k) = 2F 0 can give a big search range for F (k) (X m − X n ) in formula (18) to improve the global search capability of IBSO. However, in the lately generation with the large value of k, F (k) is gradually close to 0 and gives a small search range for F (k) (X m − X n ) to promote the local search capability of IBSO and accelerate the convergence speed. Therefore, F (k) further promotes the balance between the global and local search capability.
Finally, the selection strategy is performed for all the ideas to find more promising ideas in each generation. Without loss of generality, considering the minimization of fitness function F, so the ith idea, i = 1, 2, · · · , N , is selected as
where F X t temp_i and F X t i represent the fitness function value of X t temp_i and X t i , respectively. When IBSO has completed the execution of the improved individual update strategy for each idea in each generation, the termination condition of IBSO is tested. If the condition is satisfied, IBSO will finish all the iterative update. Otherwise, the iteration needs to continue.
D. Procedure Of IBSO
The procedure of IBSO can be described with the pseudo code and the flow chart (See the following Fig. 3 ). The proposed IBSO is an improved algorithm based BSO. Compared with the original BSO, IBSO adopted a periodic clustering method. Here, the periodic T is set to 10 based on if r 1 < p r1 13: randomly select one cluster from M clusters; 14:
create a new idea with (16) 
end if 28: end for 29: end while empirical evaluation. That is, the individual clustering is performed in every 10 generations. Then, to avoid premature, IBSO selects two individuals from one cluster or two clusters. IBSO's pseudo code is given in ''IBSO Algorithm''.
V. THE RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENT
We employed the proposed IBSO to identify the parameter of different photovoltaic models including single diode, double diode, and PV module. The current-voltage data of a solar cell and a solar module were acquired from reference [43] , where a commercial R.T.C. France silicon solar cell with the diameter of 57 mm operated at an irradiance of 1000 W/m2 and a temperature of 33 • C, as well as a solar module named Photowatt-PWP201 contained 36 polycrystalline silicon cells in series operating at an irradiance of 1000 W/m2 and a temperature of 45 • C. Table 1 shows the estimated parameters bounds of different PV models From references [25] , [26] , [32] , [44] .
To verify the performance of the IBSO, it was compared with Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) [26] , Brain Storm Optimization algorithm (BSO) [31] , improved Brain Storm Optimization with Differential Evolution (BSODE) [45] , Comprehensive Learning Particle Swarm Optimizer (CLPSO) [46] , Differential Evolution (DE) [47] , Improved JAYA (IJAYA) [20] , Moth-Flame Optimization Algorithm (MFO) [28] , and Sine Cosine Algorithm (SCA) [21] . Note that JAYA is an extremely competitive algorithm recently proposed.
For the above methods, their population size and maximum evaluation number on the photovoltaic models are set to 50 and 50000, respectively. Furthermore, each compared method is independently performed 30 times on each of the photovoltaic models to obtain the statistical results of. In addition, RMSE in formula (9) was used to evaluate the accuracy, robustness, and convergence speed of each algorithm. The overall best and the second-best results of RMSE among all algorithms are highlighted in gray boldface and boldface, respectively. Table 2 shows the experimental results of the nine compared methods including the minimum RMSE values (Min), the mean RMSE values (Mean), maximum RMSE values (Max), and standard deviation of RMSE values (SD) on the single diode model, double diode model, and PV module model. Particularly, Min, Mean, and SD denote the accuracy, the average accuracy, and the reliability of the estimated parameters for the corresponding compared methods.
A. COMPARISONS OF THE STATISTICAL RESULTS AND CONVERGENCE PERFORMANCE
From Table 2 , it is evident that the proposed IBSO is better than most of the other compared algorithms on all three models in terms of the average accuracy (Mean value) and reliability (SD value). On the single diode model, IBSO features the best results regarding accuracy, average accuracy, and reliability. On the double diode model, the best performance regarding the average accuracy and reliability is achieved by IBSO. The second-best results in terms of the average accuracy and reliability are obtained by IJAVA and CLPSO due to the results of Min and SD. On the PV module model, IBSO obtains the best results involving the accuracy, the average accuracy, and the reliability based on the Min, Mean, and SD value. However, the second-best results in terms of average accuracy and reliability are achieved by CLPSO; IJAYA receives the second-best result on the accuracy based on the Min value.
Furthermore, we further adopted the nonparametric statistical test-Wilcoxon signed-rank test [48] with a significance level of 0.05 to compare IBSO with the other compared methods. Labels ''+'', ''−'', and ''≈'' means that IBSO is significantly better than, worse than, and similar to the compared with methods. From the results of Wilcoxon signedrank test shown in Table 2 , it can be observed that IBSO performs significantly better than its all competitors on each of the single diode model, the double diode model, and the PV module model.
In addition, Fig. 4 gives the boxplots for each compared method in 30 independent runs. The symbols ''+'' in Fig. 4 indicate the outlier. Interestingly, IBSO shows competitive performance in accuracy and reliability. Fig. 5 shows the convergence curves of each compared method on the average RMSE performance based on the 30 independent runs. It is evident that by zooming the convergence curves in Fig. 5 , IBSO has the fastest convergence speed on each of the three models among nine algorithms.
The above inclusive comparisons display that IBSO expresses better accuracy and reliability when estimating the parameters of different PV models, and its performance is more excellent or preeminent compared with the other mature algorithms.
B. COMPARISONS OF THE DETAILED RESULTS
In this part, the estimated parameters with the mean RMSE (Mean) from the different methods are compared as follows. Due to space limitations, the supplementary file VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 5. Convergence graphs of different algorithms for three models. gives the results involving the estimated parameters on the single diode, the double diode model, and the PV module model.
1) RESULTS ON THE SINGLE DIODE MODEL
For the single diode model, Table s1 of the supplementary shows the comparison results involving the estimated five parameters and the mean RMSE values. Interestingly, we can observe from Table s1 that IBSO achieves the best RMSE value (9.8602E−04) among all other compared algorithms. While IJAYA obtains the second-best RMSE value (1.0117E-03), followed by CLPSO, MFO, ABC, BSODE, BSO, SCA, and DE. Because the accurate parameters of the single diode are unavailable, the mean RMSE is employed to determine the accuracy of these parameters. Although the difference between the mean RMSE (Min) values of different methods is not very large, a little bit of reduction associated with the mean RMSE can greatly improve the accuracy of the estimated parameters. Table s2 shows 26 individual absolute errors (IAE) of the IBSO method based on current and power between the experimental data [43] and the simulated data to further validate the performance of IBSO on the single diode model. The mean values of the parameters achieved by IBSO are adopted to generate the I-V and PV curves. As shown in Fig. 6 , it is clear that the simulated data (blue dots) achieved by IBSO are highly identical with the experimental data with whole the voltage range.
2) RESULTS ON THE DOUBLE DIODE MODEL
For the double diode model, Table s3 of the supplementary files lists the estimated seven parameters and RMSE values achieved by various methods. In these mentioned algorithms, it can be seen from Table s3 that IBSO also obtains the best mean RMSE value. Similarly, Table s4 lists 26 IAE results of IBSO from current and power between the experimental data [43] and the simulated data to further validate the performance of IBSO on the double diode model. The mean values of the estimated parameters achieved by IBSO are adopted to generate the I-V and PV curves. From Fig. 7 , it is obviously seen that the simulated data (blue dots) of IBSO can effectively match with the experimental data (red line).
3) RESULTS ON THE PV MODULE MODEL
For the PV module model, the estimated seven parameters and RMSE values achieved by various methods are listed in Table s5 of the supplementary files, where IBSO still obtains the best mean RMSE value among all compared methods. However, CLPSO obtains the second-best RMSE value; it is followed by IJAYA, MFO, ABC, BSODE, SCA, BSO, and DE in terms of average accuracy. Also, Table s6 lists 25 IAE results of IBSO from current and power between the experimental data [43] and the simulated data to further verify the performance of IBSO on PV module model. The mean of the estimated parameters achieved by IBSO are utilized to create the I-V and PV curves. Fig. 8 shows that the simulated data (blue dots) of IBSO can effectively match with the experimental data (red line). This is further validated such a fact that the IBSO can estimate the high-precision parameters of the PV module model.
C. RESULTS OF IBSO AND IBSO VARIANTS
To evaluate the effectiveness of the IPIC, IIG, and IIU strategy of the proposed IBSO, we also develop three IBSO variants, namely IBSO-1, IBSO-2, and IBSO-3. Particularly, IBSO-1 employs the IC strategy of the original BSO (K-means method), the IIG strategy, and the IIU strategy; IBSO-2 does the IPIC strategy, the IG strategy of the original BSO, and the IIU strategy; IBSO-3 does the IPIC strategy, the IIG strategy, and the IU strategy of the original BSO. By comparing the IBSO with one of the three IBSO variants, we can determine the performance of the IPIC, IIG, and IIU strategy of the proposed IBSO. Due to space limitation, these comparative results are given in Tables s7, s8, and s9 of the  supplementary file.  Table s7 gives the comparative results between IBSO and IBSO-1, which can effectively determine such a fact that the proposed IPIC strategy can greatly decrease the computational cost of the K-means. Furthermore, Table s8 lists the comparative results, indicating that the IIG strategy has better performance than the IG strategy of the original BSO. Finally, the results of Table s9 also shows that the IIU strategy can improve the IBSO performance compared with the IU strategy.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed an IBSO method, where two new strategies IPIC and IIG are developed for effectively distinguishing the parameters of various PV models. Furthermore, we also borrow the IIU strategy from reference [40] for further improving the performance in distinguishing the parameters of various PV models.
Since the IPIC strategy does not compute the distance between different individuals, it can greatly decrease the computational cost of the method. Compared with the cluster strategy of reference [39] , the proposed IPIIC only performs the clustering each T generations, further decreasing the computational cost. Since the IIG strategy provides more rational combination between different ideas, it can efficiently balance the global and local search capability. Since in the IIU strategy adopted F (k) (X m − X n ) to supply the effective balance between the global and local search for IBSO, it can find more promising ideas in each generation.
In the future, IBSO will be used for solving constrained and multi-objective optimization or applying for economic dispatch problems and complex renewable energy problems.
